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The Raw
Collaborative
Celebrating India through Indian designers.

The Raw collaborative has been conceived as a platform to
showcase the work of Indian designers bound by the
philosophy of creating exclusive handcrafted products that are
inherently Indian in their expression, process and outcome.
This show will be an experience appealing to all who see
beyond just the aesthetics of a designed product and appreciate
the conviction, passion and efforts that go behind creating
these unique revolutionary designed products for interior
spaces.
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A BS T R AC HO M E

Brinda Patel
Ahmedabad
www.instagram.com/abstrachome
Abstrac is an Ahmedabad based Conceptual Home Textiles
brand started in 2017, working directly with the Indian
handloom weavers and artisans to create soft furnishing
products. Abstrac products are holistically handmade from start
to finish. Drawing inspiration from various facets of life, the
designs and patterns are derived from the imperfect and
incomplete elements from our day to day lives. The products are
unique in their irregularity and the collections are not tied to or
defined by seasons.
The designs are timeless and hold on to their own aesthetics.
The core of the brand is to deliver contemporary designs based
on modern day sensibilities, but at the same time using age old
Indian artisanal techniques and continually exploring the textile
surfaces.
Abstrac loves to design products that create mystery where
form, function, comfort and versatility of each piece plays a
significant role to create a raw and relaxed situation.

Arjun Rahi

Mumbai
www.arjunrathi.com

We run a multidisciplinary studio working across Architecture
and Industrial Design based in Churchgate.
A vertical in the studio caters to custom made solutions across
Luxury Lighting, Furniture and Soft Furnishing Design for
Residential, Commercial and Hospitality projects. The works are
designed specifically for the client’s space requirements and
hand-made in our in-house workshops in India.

Anica Kochha
Priyanka Singh

New Delhi
www.borderline.studio

Borderline Studio aims to blur the lines between art, object and
functionality. It re-imagines scenarios in today’s technologydriven environment. Each product exudes an international
appeal,
while
celebrating
Indian
workmanship
by
manufacturing everything in India.

Prashik Chaudhari
Vedanti Agarwal
Kishan Shah
Manuni Patel
Krishna Parikh
Aman Amin
Nishita Parmar

Ahmedabad
www.creativeyatra.com

Compartment S4 is an architecture firm emphasizes on the
‘power of many’, with the strength of eight architects working
under one head, to combine our individual ideas into a pool of
varied design inputs.
We practice furniture design, architectural design, interior
design and urban design.

Nouman Malik
Jaymin Patel
Dhaval Rangani
Jaydatt Vaishnav
Vipul Katheriya
Bhargav Seledia
Aakash Pachani
Ahmedabad
www.conifur.in

We are a 2 year old brand dedicated to bespoke furniture
making. Our aim is to align with the Architect’s & Designe’s
vision and aspirations for his/her created spaces with utmost
design sensitivity and very carefully crafted workmanship in our
furniture products. Broadly we follow two methodologies 1). We
design and we make or 2). You design (your choice of design)
and we make.

Vaibhav Tilala
Akshay Chandekar

Rajkot
www.instagram.com/coevalseed/

We believe that simple looking urban lifestyle products never go
out of fashion . Simplicity is the gist of logical interpretations and
aesthetic balance. It is the USP of simple products that they are
aesthetically pleasing and lets itself blend into its surrounding.
Makes itself part our daily life and yet remains fashionable
through out its life.

Aakriti Kumar

Delhi

from New Delhi. its premise is to merge the sculptural integrity
of art with the functional philosophy of design into one
cohesive, sustainably produced product.

Hardik Ajmera

Mumbai
www.ncc.co.in

Digital Dreams avails a spectrum of Connected home products,
making life a lot more easier. Though it delivers a ground breaking level of functionality and connectivity, the usage is
simplified to the core. From control to convenience, office to
living room, from your TV screen to the projector screen, you
can control more, save more and simplify more effortlessly.

Rishika Bowen
Priyank Vaghasia

Ahmedabad
www.erpdesignstudio.com

ERP is a Contemporary Furniture Design Studio. It has always
been our endeavour to produce the very best through
continuous Experiments, Research and Development.
We always aim to blend style and elegance to add vibrancy to
your space and environment. Apart from contemporary
furniture design ERP design studio is also an innovator in
Accessory designs and Interior Design.

Niraj Shah
Chinmay Bhatt

Ahmedabad
www.instagram.com/finemettleabd

A collaborative effort of a design team & a passionate industrial
manufacturer, finemettle is a collection of experiments in mild
steel & aluminium

FLOORED HOME

Nupur Goenka

Ahmedabad
www.instagram.com/floored_home

All sorts of floor coverings ranging from bathmats, dhurries,
Carpets, rugs, weaves and floor cushions and baskets to
enhnace your homes. Our idea is to reach out to maximum
number of people by providing them with ready as well as

Hardik Gandhi
Harshita Jhamtani
Leonardo Rossano
Priyam Doshi

Mumbai
www.instagram.com/formaindia

At FORMA we believe that good design brings more than just
aesthetic choice and functional purpose-it can bring positivity
and joy into living experiences. This belief drives every aspect of
our brand experiences - from products to communication &
retail. We create positive experiences that are marked by
Intelligence, Warmth and Lightness.
Our brand of Intelligence comes from our ability to understand
and anticipate lifestyle needs and is delivered through smart,
delightful design solutions.
The Warmth in our brand, stems from our approachable nature
and the desire to make good design more accessible.

Shilpa Kalanjee

Mumbai
www.fusionaccess.com

Fusion access was set up in 1997 to be a bespoke luxury
furniture brand.
Our rich heritage and creativity makes indigenous brands on par
with global brands.

Saumil Suchak

Mumbai
www.hatsu.in

Hatsu is a design studio based in Mumbai that creates modern
lighting that are unique and immediately recognisable. We
started with an idea to make good design available to people
and design products that are eclectic, romantic and minimal. We
want to be progressive with our designs in such a way that they
influence the users lives. There are three responses to a piece of
design - yes, no and WOW! Our aim is WOW

Nayanika Bhatla
Gazal Bawa

Bengaluru
www.idamstore.com

IDAM was born out of numerous car ride discussions to and
from college between a duo of dreamers, Nayanika & Gazal. In
over 2 years, it has evolved from an idea to a full fledged print
and surface design studio that translates its in-the-present
aesthetics onto contemporary home and lifestyle products.

Sahiba Madan

Mumbai
www.kalakaarihaath.com

kalakaari haath: the skilled hands, is an exploration of
architecture, design and illustration. the designs and creatives
are inspired from traditional hand crafts of india among many
other things. Traditional methods of crafting and design
expression influence almost all of our work, right from its
conceptualisation to execution.

Karan Nawab

Ahmedabad
www.instagram.com/karannawabdesigns

Karan Nawab elevates laser cutting to a high art form with this
ambitious series of layered, subtractive sculptures. His passion is
to repurpose salvaged material into abstract pieces of furniture.

Kedar Dalal

Vadodara
www.lavishline.in

Lavishline was started with the sole intention to make indian
furniture compete with european brands. we had observed that
many premium buyers prefers to buy furniture from europe
because they get better quality of furniture from india and
china.
Your thoughts on encouraging Indian Craftsmanship & Indian
designers. indian craftsmanship is far more skilled than any
other available on earth its just that we need to organise it . if we
desired goal we can develop products which are fabr beyond
expectation

Pallavi Goenka

Ahmedabad
www.thelivingcanvas.com
Pallavi Goenka, the brains and beauty behind Pallavi Goenka
Homes, is a vivacious personality with a deep knowledge of her
field. Dabbling with fashion, photography and creative direction,
gave her an early insight into the creative field and her signature
custom & commissioned art soon blossomed into full-fledged
interior styling brand. Pallavi strives to provide personalized
interior solution which match the client’s aspirations and are
sensitive towards their moods. Her experiments, explorations
and experiences within her own design practice led her to
design spaces ranging from just a staircase area to complete
residences, office chains, cafes and salons and myriad creative
spaces. She has a keen eye for minute functional details of
serene elegance which go beyond simple furnishings. Her
childlike curiosity and constant craving for learning something
new from nature has resulted to this maturity in creativity. As
Pallavi believes Creativity is an ongoing process, for her “Design
is Life”.

Amitha Madan

Bengaluru
www.magari.in

Magari, meaning hopefulness, anticipation and a sense of ‘what
if’, is exactly the feeling that our collection inspires in you. Our
furniture is thoughtfully designed, reviving past traditions and
art forms with modern technology and local artisans. Each
inspired collection that we showcase is influenced by various
global cultures. From the wood we choose to work with and the
fabric we use, to the skilled workmanship we employ,
everything we create is to enhance your experience.

Nitin Barccha Disney Davis.

Mumbai
india.materialimmaterial.com

At Material Immaterial studio we explore the bare beauty of
materials like concrete, papier-mâché, wood and brass. Our
products are Architecture inspired and are ideal for architecture
and design enthusiast to be used as jewellery, home décor and
collectibles.

Ritika Nanda

Delhi
www.mothergonemad.wixsite.com

Custom lighting with personality – a functional form of
expression

Jenny Pinto

Delhi
www.oorjaa.in

Oorjaa is an exploration of light that reflects the love of material,
craftsmanship and sustainable living. Crafted with care, every
lamp is alive with the inimitable individuality of the handmade.
We subtract the superfluous, in both our aesthetic and our
methods, evolving designs that are easy on the eye and the
environment. From lokta and banana fibre paper to upcycled
cork and quarry waste, our collections delve into materials to
celebrate their essence, combining them in ways that create
interesting texture, colour, form and light.

Hasmukh Setu Mewada

Ahmedabad
www.pocholiving.in

Pocho Living is a statement store for urban living designer
furniture &amp; accessories.
Pocho aims to define timeless living with design and
craftsmanship that reflects essence of an era. Driven with innate
passion to create interior experience that capture purpose and
lifestyle altogether, Pocho designs and handcrafts complete
furniture range in-house.

Bobby Aggarwal

Delhi
www.portsidecafe.com

“The brand is anchored in nostalgia with a definitive
contemporary twist! The idea is to delve into experiences and to
create stunning collections or stand-alone pieces, be it furniture
or home accessories. Pieces that bring a smile to your face!”
Lately, Bobby Aggarwal the chief designer at PortsideCafe is
making conscious efforts to explore various materials other than
just leather, which has been his forte ever since his days as a
shoe
manufacturer. So a combination of eco-friendly &amp;
sustainable materials are finding way into his designs and
sensibility. This is creating a lot of buzz &amp;
excitement with the young designers working at PortsideCafe.
So expect some great product coming out of our stables soon.

Madhulika Singh Tibrewal

Jaipur
www.rasajaipur.com

Fashion and Home Textiles. Contemporary Hand Block Prints It's a perpetual festival of patterns here at RASA. We draw
inspiration from our surroundings in Jaipur, known for its craft
and heritage. While the seed for most designs emerges from our
cultural environment, the final product bears a universal appeal.
Understated luxury forms the basis of our design philosophy.

Naveen Mathur

Jaipur
www.instagram.com/savanaliving

“Savana” – derived from the ancient Sanskrit word “savan” or
“being together with the woods” was founded by the 25-year
old furniture house based in Jaipur – Darshan Art Exports.
Crafted in the hands of local experts, Savana Living makes
contemporary yet understated designs employing tactile
textures, sleek finishes, and the richest wood qualities available.
By combining in-house production with components produced
by local machinists, woodworkers, and metal shops, Savana
Living utilizes a process - driven approach to create objects
embedded with character.

Aditya

Ahmedabad
www.studiochisel.com

Chisel was founded in 2016 as a furniture design studio that
offers design, prototyping and small batch manufacturing
services. New materials and processes inspire us and we enjoy
the process of creating. We also make and sell our own range of
furniture.

Advaeita Mathur

Delhi
www.studiometallurgy.com

Set up in 2015 , Studio Metallurgy has been a journey of self
exploration and it’s growth has been reflective of personal
experiments with form and material. It has always striven to create a
niche for itself and be known for it’s out of the box products. While it
started out as making jewelry from industrial raw material, it has
expanded into glassware, lighting and accent furniture over the past 3
years.

Nehal Bhatt

Ahmedabad
www.studioworks.co.in

STUDIOWORKS; established as an independent venture in May’2012,
aspires to promote unique design ideas that identify with the
contemporary Indian lifestyle. We offer design solutions that are
comfortable, well made and aesthetically pleasing. Our portfolio
includes design solutions for furniture, lighting, installations, interior
screens and products. We use a combination of natural and manmade
materials with immaculate detailing to create original designs. The
focus is on fine craftsmanship of the products. Our dedicated team of
craftsmen deliver products which are at-par with the highest
standards. Our objective is to continue offering user friendly design
solutions that also satiates one’s desire for quality living.

Sunil Sethi

Ahmedabad
www.tectonagrandis.in

The key philosophy of Sunil Sethi Design Alliance is efforts
towards collaborations and partnerships. Alchemy is the key
philosophy and life line of this brand.
India has fantastic heritage of Handicraft, arguable the best in
the world. There is a huge opportunity to respond, react and
acknowledge this heritage. Our forte is to utilise the technique
and knowledge of Indian craft and skill to convert the art
knowledge into unique concepts.

Dhruvkant Amin

Ahmedabad
www.tectonagrandis.in

Tectona Grandis is a reflection of our passion, creating 100%
teak wood furniture and products to ensure a strong yet classy
finish to our product. Our products are environment friendly as
they are made out of reclaimed wood.
The coating used for the finishing of our furniture is
alsoenvironment friendly. Our in-house design and
specific requirements of our clients, thus giving a bespoke range
of furniture.

Mrinmayee Dhobale

Hyderabad
www.tuniinteriors.com

‘TUNI’ which is an abbreviation for Textiles you and I is
quintessentially artistic. TUNI tales is a sustainable home fashion
brand that endeavors to make art and weaves meet at your
home through the use of handcrafted and sustainable textiles. It
is made for proud home owners and people conscious of
sustainable living. TUNI is born out of the idea of creating
conversational pieces of textile for your abode, one that urges
you to see beyond the basic functionality of your home linen.

Priyanka Narula
A.V. Kasi Raju

Hyderabad
www.instagram.com/prelabdesignstudio

PRELAB DESIGN STUDIO is an architecture and design firm started in
New Delhi in 2013, and shifted base to Hyderabad in 2015. We work
over a wide spectrum of Architecture, Interiors and Product design
trying to find avenues for experimental and advanced design and
fabrication. With product design we aim at utilizing complex design
typologies and exploring them via local fabrication methodologies.
PRELAB DESIGN STUDIO with its belief in design innovation is an
architecture and design practice at the juncture of design, technology
and craftsmanship. We aim at bridging the gap between
computational design and local methods of building and
manufacturing.
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